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Abstract 

In many real-world applications, data streams are usually collected in a decentralized 

manner such like sensor network, ubiquities sensor network, internet traffic analysis, and so 

on. In particularly, requirements for continuous, fast, high-volumes, adaptability, costly 

streaming data, an approximated analysis is needful for fast response to users on forward 

predicates. Distance estimate for both of “continuously” queries and streams is still a more 

challenge area because of a smaller or larger threshold selected is very easily to lead to a 

wrong result for continuously k-nearest neighbor queries. Therefore, we proposed a required 

filtering method to help to choose a well threshold of distance estimate in order to control 

error rates of approximated answers. 
 

Keywords: filtering, continuously k-nearest neighbors, distributed streams, distance 

estimates. 
 

1. Introduction 

Data stream process as an active research area is widely used for anywhere in real world, 

especially for people use smart phone almost cover the world. Smart phone could be 

considered as both a mobile sensor to generate information to the environment, and also could 

be a processor to do something using internet such as on-line movie, game, micro-blogs and 

so on. Because of streaming, people could use a very limited memory to gather information 

much, much larger than controlled on the requirement of on-line process and fast response. 

Then, we only need to retrieve useful contents to storage, and remove others is enough. This 

kind of mode is stream processing. Exactly, smart phone is not an only application and the 

motivation comes from a potentially large application domain, e.g., network monitoring, 

sensor networks, telecommunications, web applications, etc. [1, 2]. In a stream application, 

we need mechanisms to support continuous queries on data that are continuously updated 

from the environment. A stream scenario brings a number of unique queries processing [3], 

such as in order to achieve continuously high performance, the system needs to cope with 
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similarities among the many standing queries, adapt to the continuously changing 

environment and so on.  

In the time series streaming environments, k-nearest neighbors’ search, which aims at 

retrieving the similarity between two or more streams, is an important issue [4, 5]. Unlike a 

snapshot k-nearest neighbors’ query, a continuously k-nearest neighbor query requires 

continuous evaluation as the query result becomes invalid with the change of information of 

the query or the database objects. In many real-world applications, data streams are usually 

collected in a decentralized manner such like sensor network, ubiquities sensor network, 

internet traffic analysis, and so on. Actually, readings from a sensor network are collected in a 

distributed fashion, and it is even impossible to do so when the available network bandwidth 

is limited. Especially for continuously k-nearest neighbors’ search, which aims at retrieving 

the similarity between two or more streams, a bandwidth-efficient approach is needed to 

process continuously k-nearest neighbor queries among distributed streams. Focus on recent 

flooded data to evaluate and only store mining results to retrieve is much easier to do so cover 

entire data. Although this kind of approximated result has a challenge for degree of accuracy, 

a good mining method could help us to get a right answer rather than a result of exist data 

invalided. Therefore, in this paper, we have a discussion on this kind of distance sensitive 

estimate query and assume a filtering method to track a more safe distance threshold on the 

continuously process. 
 

2. Framework Overview  

Our regular process flows is shows in figure 1. Given a query stream, the goal of 

continuously k-nearest neighbor queries is to find the k streams among all input streams with 

the highest similarities to query stream than other streams in the user-defined time range. 

Multiple evolving streams as the input of data stream database, a common approach is to 

transform the input data cells after mining methods (FH-transforms) and then retain the most 

representative ones to store in memory and construct a synopsis by timestamp segmentation. 

Searching for a better solution of distance estimate, a filtering method (Q-filtering) could help 

us to choose a valid threshold of distance in order to guarantee low error for continuously k-

nearest neighbor queries before data transforming. Finally, a continuous approximated 

answer is response to users. 

 

Figure 1. Work Flows 
 

2.1. Q-Filtering Test Model  

Generally, if we want to know how many nearest neighbors around us, the first thing has to 

know is how “nearest” could be considered as the neighbors, which always regards as the 

“distance” in k-nearest neighbors queries. Recent years, it’s more challenges on both of 

“continuously” queries and objects discussion because of a smaller or larger threshold 

selected is very simply to lead to a wrong result for continuously k-nearest neighbor queries. 

For example, if you stand in the inside of a building, the query is how many peoples in this 
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building want to know. The general acknowledges could help us to make a primary judgment 

of this building, and give a probable “distance” to confine. However, computer itself cannot 

do anything without any further information supported. If the distance is too small such as 1 

meter, maybe nobody could be scanned, else distance is too large such 1mile, it will lead too 

many noise data are avoided outside this building. Actually, this distance threshold is really 

not easy to control in k-nearest neighbors discussion by personal decided. Therefore, we 

using a lot of real data and methods to test and find a general regular direction of threshold 

which is related to distance obtained. 

 

2.1.1. Q-Filtering phases: The entire Q-Filtering test for three steps (Table 1 shows the 

terminology that we use in the rest of this section): 

Table 1. Terminology used in Distance Estimation 

Parameter Interpretation 

Sstream Number of each stream 

Dset The whole streams dataset 

Ttype Number of completed data types 

Stype 

Dis 

Sitem 

Smax 

θ 

Number of streams 

Distance 

Frequency of each stream 

The most frequency of each steam under selected  

Threshold 

 

Step 1: select a sample real dataset to test, then initialized Ttype = Sstream/ Stype and Dis=1. 

Step 2: for giving Smax and Ttype to calculate a threshold θ = Smax/Ttype, until θ is equals or 

larger than 50%then stop processing. Otherwise, modify the Dis increasing until the threshold 

conditions satisfied. 

Step 3: upon the satisfied threshold value, return the distance value and let it for the whole 

incoming datasets outside of sample. 

Testing, this threshold is very safe critical point to get a valid distance further to retrieval a 

more accurate approximated answer to continuously k-nearest neighbors query. In this paper, 

we test this filtering method on two different kinds of transforms in the following parts, and 

finally experiments show detailed benefits.  

 

2.2. FH-transform  

A helpful tool for exploring and understanding the key properties of the Haar 

decomposition is the error tree structure [6]. In our FH-transform method, we average the 

values together by pairwise [max, min] to get a new “low-resolution” representation of the 

data. In the further study, we find two sensitive characters ( , δdiff),  is the mean among 

stream data and δdiff is the average of max and min for the whole wavelet seem the most 

sensitive-append features over coefficients. Assume that we only pick out the pairs ( , δdiff) 

as a typical features to present the data set  stored in a subspace synopsis, whether also give 

us a right result on a approximated approach. Actually, these mining processes are not only 

give us low errors ensure for an approximated answer, but also greatly optimize space usage 

such that is more important in the streaming process. 
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3. Experiment and Evaluation 

In this section, we describe a number of experiments we have run to evaluate the 

performance of Q-filtering with Haar and FH transforms. In the test, we used the real data 

here were the daily average temperature data of 19 cities random selected around Asia, and 

total of 106039 data for this evaluation. In addition, these streams were evenly distributed for 

all the experiments. We just want to know whose temperature changing regularity is most 

similar to an appointed stream as a query stream in this test. 

 

3.1. Results for Q-filtering  

Table 2. Distance Estimates Results 

Methods Distance 4NN results 

Haar 1 5, 11, 13, 12 

FH-100 4 5, 2, 11, 13 

FH-200 3 5, 2, 13, 11 

FH-500 3 5 

In order to know the sliding window size effect to these methods, three different valid 

ranges 100, 200 and 500 of sliding window are compared. There are 19 cities temperature 

information flows into memory as 19 different streams, and one of them consider as a query 

stream. Q-filtering is a filtering algorithm to evaluate a variety distance to the effect of 

approximated answers, and then return a more efficient valid distance value for the future 

processing. We test the approximated result accuracy rate effect on Haar, and FH methods by 

using Q-filtering test model to track a valid distance value on the continuously flooding 

datasets. The results as shows in Table 2. Here, the values of distance attributes are the results 

of using Q-filtering for each method. No sliding window processing is applied for Haar, so, 

we only consider 1 for distance in our test, and others are calculated by Q-filtering.  

 

 

Figure 2. Error Rate of each Original Stream 
 

In the result area, all of these methods give a similar result except two factors 2 and 12 (2, 

12 means stream 2 and stream 12), because there are a lot of disabled data in the streams 2 

and Haar is hard to identify. The error rate of original datasets is possibility generated from 

testing error by the machines, missing data or some other mistakes lead to these data lost. 
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Most of these streams datasets are valid and error rate is below 0.5%, except 2 and 9 give a 

warning about almost 40% dataset are not available see figure 2. Therefore, we are more 

concerned whether it will give us a more dangerous approximate result. Actually, the real 

result for the real 4-NN (4-nearest neighbors) query is {5, 2, 11 and 13}, and these techniques 

except Haar give us a right response. 12 is a wrong value of the final result which has been 

supplied by Haar. Except that, there are almost right answers to k-nearest neighbors query 

after processing by Q-filtering. As a result, distance 3 is a valid distance estimate of FH-

transform that gives a better approximated result. 
 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we assumed a required Q-filtering model to help to track a valid threshold of 

distance estimate for continuously k-nearest neighbor queries. Then, test this method on 

proposed FH-transform to compare with investigated Haar to discuss error rate. Although FH-

transform as a mining method on approximated analysis, it gives a much better exact result 

compare with Haar. In future work, we intend to extend our research on discussing about 

more complex multi-resources, then compare with proposed Q-filtering and FH methods to 

give a deeper discussion. 
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